Komen’s Patient Navigation Training Program:

**Racism & Bias in Health Care Course**

**COURSE DETAILS:**
- Can be taken on its own or as part of Komen’s Patient Navigation Training Program curriculum
- Takes approximately one hour to complete
  - Doesn’t have to be taken all at one time (you can log in/out of portal)
- Describes how to leverage tools and resources to better advocate for Black patients

**WHAT DOES THE COURSE FEATURE?**
- An interactive timeline highlighting the historical context behind racism in health care
- The different levels of racism and how they might manifest in health care
- Interactive exercises for addressing barriers
- Case studies to put lessons learned into action
- A toolkit for navigators to support implementation after the course
- Reflection questions

*This module is available for a non-navigator audience as well, titled “Racism & Bias: The Black Health Care Experience.”*